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WED, SEP 27, 95 False Expectations Regarding Border Development

092795 This seminar paper was presented in Tijuana at the Border Research Center (COLEF) at a
seminar at which former President Miguel de la Madrid was also a panelist. The paper is a
wide-ranging critique of the political, cultural and economic constraints on the development of
the U.S.-Mexico border region; the paper examines the cultural profile of the U.S. side of the
border the principal economic drivers of which are the military and aerospeace industries.
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SAT, SEP 9, 95 LPG v. natural gas culture in Mexico City

51 Report of conversations with Jorge Rebollledo [senior], president of DIGANAMEX, the natural
gas distributorship in Mexico City, about the absence of a natural gas culture in Mexico.  The
social cost of LPG and the current market leaders in the residential sector are also considered.
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WED, AUG 2, 95 Pemex Petrochemical spin-offs

44 Press briefing of Pemex CEO in relation to divestiture of Pemex petrochemical plants. Pemex
is to remain a share-holder in the new privatized companies for a period of several years; also
the companies will be required to continue with existing union contracts.
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45 Oil analyst David Shields takes strong objection to the way in which the divestment process in
relation to Pemex’s petrochemical plants is taking place. He argues that the policy is a matter
of expediency, without any strategic plan for how the petrochemical industry is to grow in the
future.  he advocates postponement of the sale..
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SAT, MAR 25, 95 Applying a Virtual Economy Model in Mexico’s Energy Sector

032595 With the passage of NAFTA, it was expected that the Mexican economy, including the energy
sector, would move from a Commend Economy toward that either of a Market Economy or a
Mixed Economy. In fact, it did neither. In the energy sector, there emerged a Virtual Market
Economy in which international benchmarks were used in place of actual competition. The
article was published in Energy Studies Review, Vol. VI (3), 1994: 254-26. Available online:
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/esr/vol6/iss3/1.
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MON, FEB 20, 95 The Deconstruction of Mexican Politics

022095 This essay by George Baker argues that the political terminology, institutions and processes of
Mexican politics are understood only by a small fraction of the Mexican adult population for
whom the articulation of public policy is as dimly viewed as it is in the United States and
Canada. Unpublished.  Feb. 20, 1995 (5 pages).
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